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Gluon fragmentation represents the dominant source of high energy prompt quarkonia at hadron 
colliders. Fragmentation approximations break down, however, when a quarkonium’s transverse 
momentum becomes comparable to its mass. In this paper we identify a large class of color-octet 
diagrams that mediate quark&a production at all energies and reduce to the dominant set of gluon 
fragmentation graphs in the high pl limit. They contribute to quarkonia differential cross sections 
at the same order as color-singlet diagrams and bring theoretical predictions for T and ‘X’ production 
at the Fermilab Tevatron into agreement with experimental measurements. Using recent CDF data 
we extract numerical values for bottomonia and charmonia color-octet matrix elements which are 
consistent with NRQCD scaling rules. We also find that quarkonia generated via the color-octet 
mechanism are strongly polarized at low as well as high energies. Spin alignment measurements can 
thus test the color-octet quarkonia production picture. 
PACS number(s): 14.40.Gx, 13.87.Fh I. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of quarkonia production has recently un- 
dergone a number of significant developments. Progress 
in this area was stimulated by the discovery of Braaten 
and Yuan in 1993 that parton fragmentation represents 
the dominant source of prompt quarkonia at high ener- 
gies [l]. These authors realized that the fragmentation 
functions which specify the probability .for gluons and 
heavy quarks to hadronize into quarkonia bound states 
can be calculated starting from first principles in QCD. 
Over the past few years, the most important fcagmen- 
tation functions for S- and P-wave quarkonia have been 
computed to lowest order [l-5]. They have subsequently 
been utilized to investigate a range of issues rel&d to 
quarkonium phenomenology. 
One of the most interesting applications of this hag- 
mentation work has been to the study of prompt charmo- 
nium production at the Fermilab Tevatron [6-S]. Com- 
parison between theoretical predictions and experimen- 
tal measurements of J/v) and 4,’ differential cross sec- 
tions clearly demonstrate that fragmentation dominates 
over all other charmonium creation mechanisms at large 
transverse momenta. Orders of magnitude discrepancies 
between cross-section computations and observations are 
significantly reduced when gluon and charm fragmenta- 
tion processes are taken into account. The predicted 
prompt J/1/, rate then qualitatively agrees with recent 
data from the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) Cal- 
laboration [9,10]. In the case of 2/1’ production, the fcag- 
mentation results substantially improve upon earlier dif- 
ferential cross section predictions. But they still under- 
estimate the number of $“s observed at the Tevatron by 
approximately a factor of 50. This large discrepancy be- 
tween theory and experiment indicates that some impor- 
tant production mechanism beyond the simplest 9 + $’ 
and c + $’ &agmentation processes needs to be included. 
A number of possible resolutions to the $’ problem have 21/96/53~1~/150~131/$06.00 12 been suggested 111-141, and experimental studies which 
may contim or reject these proposals are underway. 
Although the fragmentation picture of quarkonium 
production has provided valuable insight, its validity do- 
main is restricted to high energies. The approxima- 
tions that enter into fragmentation function computa- 
tions break down when a quarkonium’s energy becomes 
comparable to its mass. Fragmentation predictions for 
channonium differential cross sections are therefore unre- 
liable at low transverse momenta. Similarly, fragmenta- 
tion results for bottomonium production are untrustwor- 
thy throughout the pl < 15 GeV region where Texatron 
data exist. Yet even in this low energy regime, T cross 
section measurements significantly disagree with existing 
theoretical predictions [10,15]. 
The discrepancies in the T sector provide the primary 
motivation for the work which we present in this paper. 
Building upon several recently developed ideas in heavy 
quarkonium physics, we identify a large class of color- 
octet diagrams that mediate quarkonia production at all 
energies and reduce to the dominant set of gluon frag- 
mentation graphs in the high pb. limit. These diagrams 
enter at the same order into prompt production processes 
as previously considered color-singlet graphs and must be 
included for consistency. As we shall see, the addition of 
color-octet contributions to T production computations 
significantly improves agreement between theory and ex- 
periment. 
Our article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we dis- 
cuss the short- and long-distance factorization of quarko- 
nia production amplitudes. We then calculate the leading 
color-octet contributions to quarkonia differential cross 
sections. In Sec. III we apply the color-octet cross sec- 
tions to the study of T and q production at the Teva- 
tron. Using CDF data we extract numerical values for 
bottomonia and charmonia color-octet matrix elements 
which we compare with nonrelativistic QCD scaling re- 
lations in Sec. IV. We next analyze the spin alignment of 150 0 1996 The American Physical Society 
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function of transverse momentum in Sec. V. Finally, we 
summarize our findings in Sec. VI and close with some 
thoughts on directions for future work. 
II. COLOR-OCTET CONTRIBUTIONS 
TO QIJARKONIA CROSS SECTIONS 
The physics of quarkonia involves several different en- 
ergy scales that are separated by the small velocity II of 
the two heavy constituents inside QQ bound states [Ml. 
The first is set by the quark mass MQ which fixes the dis- 
tance range for QQ creation and annihilation processes. 
The second is given by the heavy constituents’ typical 
momentum MQU which is inversely proportional to ,the 
bound state’s spatial size. The kinetic energy M& 
represents a third important quarkonium energy scale 
and determines the constituents’ characteristic interac- 
tion time. As MQ + co, the heavy constituents’ velocity 
ta - l/In MQ tends towards zero, and these three scales 
become widely separated: 
(MQv’)’ < (M& < M; ‘(2.1) 
This hierarchy is well realized in the real world for bot- 
tomonia with t$ N 0.08 and to a lesser extent for char- 
mania with u: N 0.23. 
The presence of these different distance scales renders 
the study of quarkonia both interesting and challenging. 
An effective field theory formalism called nonrelativis- tic quantum chromodyanmics (NRQCD) has been estab- 
lished to systematically keep track of this scale bierar- 
Thy [16,17]. It is based upon a double power series ex- 
pansion in the strong interaction fine structure constant 
a. = g2/4n and the small velocity parameter 1). Short- 
distance pro&sses which occur at energies comparable to 
or greater than the heavy quark mass are perturbatively 
computable within the effective theory. Long-distance 
effects are consolidated into nonperturbatiwmatrix ele- 
ments whose values must be determined from experiment 
or the lattice. High and low energy interactions are thus 
cleanly separated in NRQCD, and simple power count- 
ing rules methodically determine the dominant contribu- 
tions to various quarkonium processes [IS]. We will work 
within the NRQCD framework throughout this paper. 
Before the development of NRQCD, quarkonia were 
generally treated as nonrelativistic bound states of a 
heavy quark and antiquark in a static gluon field that sets 
up an instantaneous confining potential [19]. Although 
this picture has enjoyed a remarkable degree of phe- 
nomenological success, it fails to take into account gluons 
inside a quarkonium with wavelengths much greater than 
the bound state’s naive size. The presence of such low en- 
ergy gluon implies that the heavy quark and antiquark 
cannot always be regarded as residing in a color-singlet 
configuration. 
This shortcoming of the potential model approach 
is rectified in NRQCD. Dynamical gluons enter into 
Fock state decompositions of physical quarkonium states. 
For example, wave functions of S-wave orthoquarkonia 
schematically appear in Coulomb gauge as I 
+O(v2)lQ~[3Sf’*‘]gg) + O(v2)lQ&[‘S~)]g) + O(v”)~Q&[“D~~*‘]gg) + . . (2.2) The angular momentum quantum numbers of the Q& 
pairs within the various Fock components &re indicated 
in spectroscopic notation inside the square brackets, and 
their color configurations are labeled by singlet or octet 
superscripts. S-wave quarkotia reactions proceed at low- 
est order in the velocity expansion through the first Fock 
state in (2.2). The Q& pair in this O(1) Fock compo- 
nent has precisely the same angular momentum and color 
quantum numbers as the full quarkonium state. The 
NRQCD description of ~/IQ production or annihilation 
thus reduces to the familiar color-singlet model in the 
21 + 0 limit. 
P-wave orthoquarkonia processes are more compli- 
cated. They are mediated at leading order in the velocity 
expansion by the first two Fock states in the XQJ wave 
function 
IXQJ) = O(1)lQQ[3P~)1) + O(~)lQ&[3$‘ls) + ... . 
(2.3) 
Contributions to XQJ formation which involve the first 
color-singlet Fock component are, proportional to the 
squared derivative of the P-wave bound state’s wave 
function at the origin. This quantity counts as O(@) in the NRQCD velocity expansion. 0~ the other hand, 
creation of the S-wave color-octet QQ pair in the sec- 
ond Fock state of (2.3) takes place at O(v3). The sub- 
sequent evolution of the Q&[3Sp’] pair into a colorless 
XQ, hadron via the emission or absorption of a soft gluon 
costs an additional power of 2) in the amplitude and 21’ in 
the rate. So XQ~ production proceeds at O(v’) in both 
the color-singlet and color-octet channels [4]. 
It is useful to draw a picture which clarifies the differ- 
ence between these two quarkonium production mecha- 
nisms. In Fig. l(a), we illustrate a typical color-singlet 
Feynman graph that creates a XQJ. The O(a:) hard 
scattering forms a colorless QG[“Py’] pair at a short- 
distance scale. The heavy quark and antiquark fly out 
from the initial collision point in nearly parallel directions 
and almost on mass shell. After exchanging many soft 
gluons, the color-singlet Q& pair eventually h&o&es 
at a long distance into a X~J bound state. In Fig. l(b), 
the O(a:) high energy collision~creates a QQ pair in a 
color-octet configuration. Far away from the collision 
point, the Q&[3Sp’] pair emits a long wavelength gluon 
which bleeds off its color but carries away virtually no 
energy or momentum. The heavy pair thus transforms 
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Color-singlet quarkonium production has been studied 
for years. Leading order color-singlet differential cross 
sections were calculated a decade ago [20-221, and some 
total cross section formulas have been evaluated at next- 
to-leading order as well [23]. In contrast, color-octet con- 
tributions to quarkonium processes have only recently be- 
gun to be considered. While the latter mechanism may 
be less familiar than the former, it is certainly not less 
important. As can be seen in Fig. 1, color-singlet and color-octet graphs arise at the same order in a.. More- 
over, the color-octet diagrams dominate at high ener- 
gies. So a complete analysis of quarkonium production 
at hadron colliders must include both mechanisms. 
Color-octet creation of S-wave orthoquarkonia starts 
at O(az) via the pq + $Q Feynman diagram shown in 
Fig. 2. As indicated by the dashed line in the figure, 
the total color-octet amplitude factorizes into short- and 
long-distance pieces: I 
A(‘@ -+ +Q(nS)),,tet = d(qq + Q&[3S~)]).~ort distance x A(&@$'] + tiQ(ns)),,,, distance . (2.4) 
The short-distance part of the quark-antiquark fusion process lies to the left of the dashed line in Fig. 2 and can be 
calculated within perturbative QCD. On the other hand, the long-distance component to the right of the dashed line 
involves nonperturbative physics. We will consider these two factors in turn. 
To begin, we examine the subamplitude for virtual gluon formation of a color-octet Q& pair 
which is illustrated in Fig. 3. The heavy quark and antiquark propagate nearly on-shell with a large combined 
momentum P and a small relative momentum Q. The spin and color quantum numbers for the QB pair are projected 
out by the sums over the SU(2) and SU(3) Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (isl; $szllS,) and (3i;3jl8b) = fi(T~,)i. The 
subamplitude may be rewritten in the trace form 
denotes a spin projection operator. 1 Tbis 4 x 4 matrix reduces to the covariant expressions 
Po&q) = -1 
( 
f-d-MQ y5 ~+$+MQ 
2fiitf~ 2 > ( > 
, 
(2.8) 
PlS.(P; q) = -1 (I- d-MQ) PU?%) ($+ /+MQ) , 
~&MQ 2 
up to O(q2) corrections. The projection operators’ dependence on q is irrelevant for S-wave Q& production. The 
g* --t Q&[3Sy’] subamplitude consequently simplifies to 
4,’ + Q&[3S~‘l& = g&Q;(p; Sz)&ab , (2.9) 
where M = ~MQ denotes the mass of the heavy quark-antiquark pair. Combining this result with the remaining 
perturbative part of the Feynman graph in Fig. 2, we determine the short-distance matrix element in Eq. (2.4): 
4dmMzd --f Q&[3S?%L,,, distance ,” = &e(P2)Y’Im(P1)E;(Pl +Pz;sz) (2.10) 
Once the color-octet Q& p&has been formed, it can evolve into a physical $Q bound state in many different ways; 
For example, it may absorb a soft gluon and transform into a XQJ through the second Fock component in (2.3) at 
‘Spin projection matrices were originally introduced in Refs. (24,251. The p2 and P) spinors in our definition ofPssz correspond 
to an outgoing QQ pair. They differ from the +j and u spinors appearing in these earlier articles’ spin projection operators. 
Our (+, -, -, -) metric signature convention is also opposite to that of Ref. 1251. 
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state. Alternatively at O(v7), th e color-octet Q& pair may emit two long wavelength gluons in a double chromoelectric 
dipole transition and turn into a color-singlet QQ pair that has order unity overlap with the full +Q wave function in 
(2.2). All possible ways to produce a & starting from a Q&[3Sp)] p au are encoded into the long-distance amplitude 
in Eq. (2.4). This factor is pictorially represented by the big blob in Fig. 2 with the long wavelength gluon tail. It 
cannot be computed from fist principles without resorting to lattice QCD. But since the low energy dependence of 
interactions that take place inside the blob is negligible, the nonperturbative amplitude is simply a constant: 
4Q~?S!? -+ d’Q(nsh,n, distance = Con&. (2.11) 
The total Q&[“Sp’] con&&on to $g production thus involves one free parameter which we will eventually have to 
fit. 
We turn now to investigate the gluon fusion process gg -+ $Q. The color-octet amplitude for this reaction which 
proceeds through an intermediate Q&[3S?] state again factorizes into short- and long-distance pieces: 
“‘%ZJ + tiQh)),,,,t = d(ss + Q&l”$‘l).m cmance x d(Q&13S18)l --) tiQ(*‘%m, distance (2.12) 
The long-distance term is precisely the same as in Eq. (2.11). The short-distance factor involves at lowest order the 
three Feynman diagrams displayed in Fig. 4. Evaluating the high energy gluonic matrix element in a similar fashion 
to its quark counterpart in (2.10), we deduce 
d(g,(p&&(pz) + QQ[3S!%),,,,, diJtanee = ~~.~E’(P~)E”(P~)E”@I +PZ; sz)’ ..- 
x2 p2 +pz 
P,+P;--M~ 
NP2 -PI)&, + 2(Pl”gw - P211g”b)l (2.13) It is,important to observe that this expression vanishes 
when both incoming gluons are on-shell. This result is 
consistent with Yang’s theorem which forbids a massive 
J = 1 vector boson from decaying to two massless J = 1 
bosoris [ZS]. In fact, the theorem requires that the on- 
shell gb + Qa[3Sp)] amplitude vanish to all orders. The 
color-octet diagrams in Fig. 4 consequently participate 
in quarkonium production only as subgraphs inside more 
complicated reactions. 
Color-octet pairs with orbital angular momentum and 
spin quantum numbers different than L = 0 and S = 1 
also mediate gg + ‘$Q fusion at O(az). In particu- 
lar, Q&[‘Py’] and Q&[lSfJ] which have opposite charge 
conjugation properties relative to Q&[3S$ can be pro- 
duced via the first and second diagrams in Fig. 4. Al- 
though the former intermediate states are generated at 
the same order in the a. expansion as the latter, they 
participate in +Q production starting at O(V’) which is 
formally subleading in the velocity expansion. For sim- 
plicity, we will neglect all effects from colored heavy pairs 
other than Q&[3Sy)] in our present analysis. We will re- 
turn to study the potentially important contributions to 
quarkonia production from QQ[“P$@] and Q&[‘S:‘] in- 
termediate states in a future publication 1271. 
O(c$) scattering processes create quarkonia at small 
transverse momenta that differ from zero only as a re- 
sult of the incident partons’ intrinsic hadronic motion. 
Since outgoing states i?om 2 -i 1 collisions are lost 
down the beampipe, we need to consider 2 + 2 transi- 
tions which produce quarkonia with experimentally mea- 
surable pb. Such reactions start at O(az) and pro- 
ceed in both the color-singlet and color-octet mechanisms 
through the partonic channels qq + Q&[“S+‘L$C’]g, (‘.I ) QVIV!“] A 
FIG. 1. Typical Feynman graphs which contribute to X~J 
production at O(az) through the (a) color-singlet and (b) 
color-octet mechanisms. The short-d&ace scattering coti- 
sions, respectively, create Q& pairs in 3Py) and ‘59) config- 
urations. The QQ pairs hadronize at long distances into XQJ 
bound states. 
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ates 44 + $0 production at O(az). gp --t QQ[2S+‘Ly)]q. and gg + Q&[zs+‘L$c’]g. The dif- 
ferential cross sections for the color-singlet modes were 
calculated in Refs. [20-221. We present their color-octet 
analogues below. 
The Feynman diagrams which generate $0 quarkonia 
in the three different partonic modes through the color- octet mechanism are illustrated in Figs. 5(=)-5(c). The 
shaded circles in these figures represent the @ + ?/IQ 
and gg + +Q amplitudes in Eqs. (2.4) and (2.12). The 
sums of the graphs in each channel yield gauge invariant 
amplitudes. Their spin and color averaged squares are 
given by (2.14a) 
‘(2.14b) 
32?r3a3 zId(w --f ‘!‘Qdi’ = -d 27(& + i.il f Ci) - 19M4 3w [(i - MZ)(i - M2)(ci - AG)]2 
x[(i” + i6 + ti’)’ - M2(i + tl)(2t”L + iCL + 20’) + M”(i2 + 62 + Cz)]M8(~Q) , (2.14~) where ,%($Q) = /d(Q&[%,‘8’] -+ &&zS))/~. The 
squared matrix element in (2.14a) and (2.14b) were de- 
termined using standard spinor summation techniques. 
The result in (2.14~) was obtained from a simple helicity 
amplitude method which obviated the need to compute 
a large number of interference t&ns. We calculated the 
24 d&rent helicity amplitudes for gg + 4Qg scattering 
by choosing explicit representations for the massless and 
massive vector boson momenta and polarizations in the 
parton center-of-mass franx2 The amplitudes were then 
individually squared and added together using the high 
energy physics MATHEMATICA package FEYNCALC 1281. 
The squared matrix element in Eq. (2.14a) diverges 
when either of the partonic Mandelstam invariants i or 
FIG. 3. Lowest order contribution to the g* --t QQ[“Sy’] 
subamplitude in Eq. (2.5). 
“Parity and crossing symmetry relations imply that only 4 
of the 24 gg + &g h&city amplitudes are independent. 1 
FIG. 4. Color-octet diagrams which mediate gg + $e pro- 
dtiction at O(at). The’sum of these graphs vanishes when 
both incoming gluons are on-shell. 
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finities can be identified by looking at Fig. 5(a). As the 
outgoing gluon in a qq + $Qg collision becomes collinear 
with either the incoming quark or antiquark, the ex- 
changed fermion in the t or w-channel graphs goes on 
shell and its propagator blows up. The divergence gener- 
ated by the collinear splitting of the incident parton may 
be factored into its distribution function. The hard scat- 
tering reaction then reduces to the 44 -t & Born level 
process illustrated in Fig. 2. A similar u-channel collinear 
divergence develops in the squared gq + $Qq amplitude 
when the four-momenta of the incoming gluon and out- 
going quark become proportional. In contrast, the t- 
channel diag&n in Fig. 5(b) remains finite. The pole 
in the intermediate propagator is canceled by the z&o in 
the gg + $Q amplitude as the t-channel gluon goes on 
shell. Tbis same cancellation renders z[d(gg --t $‘Qq)j’ 
free of long-distance infinities. 
The squared color-octet amplitudes in (2.14) enter into 
the part&c differential cross section 
which appears in turn within the triple differential 
hadronic expression Cb) 
(Cl Cl 
FIG. 5. Color-octet diagrams which mediate (a) qq + &g, 
(b) gq -i &q, and (c) gg --f &g scattering at O(& 
The shaded circles appearing in these graphs represent the 
qtj + $4 and gg + $Q amplitudes pictured in Figs. 2 and 4. 
az). (2.16) 
The partonic cross section is multiplied by distribution functions fa,a(z,) and f~,,~(zb) that specify the probability 
of finding partons a and b inside hadrons A and B carrying momentum fractions I- and I*. The product is then 
summed over parton channels. The resulting hadronic cross section is a function of the $0 and recoiling jet rapidities 
y3 and 2/d and their ccmmmn transverse momentum pl. 
It is instructive to examine the high energy limit of color-octet quarkonia production. As the partonic Mandelstam 
invariants grow to infinity, the cross section in Eq. (2.15) reduces to 
This asymptotic expression has a simple gluon fragmentation interpretation. The first factor represents the differential 
cross section for producing a high energy virtual gluon. The second term comes from the square of the gluon’s 
propagator. The last factor equals the square of the amplitude in Eq. (2.9) t’ nnes Mc,($Q) and determines the virtual 
gluon’s probability to h&o&e into a ‘$Q bound state. The gluon fragmentation picture for heavy quarkonium 
production is thus precisely recovered in the high energy limit [l]. 
Gluon fragmentation via the color-octet mechanism represents the dominant sauce of large pl quarkonia at hadron 
colliders [4,6,11]. The total cross section for +,bQ production reduces at high energies to the fragmentation form 
dys;;rdpp, W --f ‘bQ-%, = i1 d~dys;;~dp, [AB + g (“+) x> P] %-++~ bk‘) (2.18) 
The gluon fragmentation function evaluated at the factorization scale p = M is readily identified from Eq. (2.17): 
Leading log QCD corrections to this result may be summed by using the Altar&i-Parisi equation 
156 PETER CHO AND ADAM K. LEIBOVICH 12 denotes the gluon splitting function for nf active quark flavors. At high energies, the fragmentation approximation 
in (2.18) incorporates sizable O[ln(E”/M’)] renormalization effects, and its intrinsic O(M2/E2) errors are negligible. 
In contrast, the color-octet formula in (2.16) does not include ,any QCD corrections which are small at low pl, but 
it retains full dependence upon all O(M2/E2) terms. These two forms for the $Q differential cross section are thus 
complementary. 
We may exercise our perturbative freedom to supplement the O(az) color-octet cross section with the leading 
logarithms from the gluon fragmentation approach. We implement this choice as follows: The ratio on the right-hand side of this hybrid expression 
reduces to unity at low energy, whereas the first factor 
over the denominator approaches unity at high energy. 
Equation (2.22) therefore smoothly interpolates between 
the two asymptotic limits in Eqs. (2.16) and (2.18). We 
will use this final color-octet formula to study bottomo- 
nia and charmonia production at the Tevatron in the 
following section. 
III. T AND .X’ PRODUCTION AT THE 
TEVATRON 
The CDF Collaboration has recently measured T pro- 
duction at the Tevatron for the first time PS]. Their re- 
ported T(lS), T(2S), and T(3S) transverse momentum 
differential cross sections seriously disagree with predic- 
tions based upon O(a:) color-singlet cross section formu- 
las. Some discrepancy between the theoretical and exper- 
imental findings may be attributed to various parameter 
uncertainties and higher order corrections. For exam- 
ple, different quark&a potential models yield estimates 
for long-distance color-singlet matrix elements that can 
disagree by as much as 100% [29]. Similarly, renormal- 
ization scale dependence of lowest order hard scattering 
cross sections introduces a sizable error. Different choices 
for parton distribution functions also yield slight varia- 
tions in final results. In short, existing predictions for T 
production can probably only be trusted at the factor of 
2 level [6,8,30]. Nonetheless, the magnitude of disparity 
between old theoretical estimates and new experimental 
measurements strongly suggests that additional mecha- 
nisms beyond the simplest color-singlet processes are at 
work. As we shall see, inclusion of color-octet reactions 
brings the predicted cross sections into line with the T 
data. 
We fist investigate the differential cross section for 
T(lS) production in the rapidity range Iyj 5 0.4. The 
color-singlet distribution is illustrated by the dashed 
curve in Fig. 6.3 It includes direct T(1S) production 
‘The differential cross sections displayed in Fig. 6 and sub- 
sequent figures were calculated using the Martin-Roberts- 
Stirling set DO (MRSDO) parton distribution functions eval- 
uated at the renormalization scale !.z = dm. as well as radiative feeddown from xw(lP) and xe 
states. Additional contributions from strong and electro- 
magnetic decays of T(2S) and T(3S) are negligible. In 
computing the color-singlet cross sections, we adopt the 
radial wave function values tabulated in Ref. [29] for the 
Buchmiiller-Tye QCD potential [31] and the associated 
bottom quark mass Mb = 4.88 GeV. The color-singlet 
prediction for T(lS) production clearly underestimates 
the CDF data points shown in the figure. 
The dot-dashed curve in Fig. 6 displays the color-octet 
contribution to the T(lS) differential cross section. The 
best fit value Ms(T(lS)) = (3.66 f 0.27) x 10K3 GeV’ 
for its squared long-distance matrix element determines 
the probability for a @J[~$)] pair to hadronize into an 
T(lS). Following Eq. (2.22), we have incorporated lead- 
ing log QCD corrections into the color-octet cross section. 
The dot-dashed curve therefore approaches by construc- 
10’ I ‘<,’ I I 
\ ‘\,,, 
\ 
‘\ 
\ 
1o-2o ’ ’ 1.1 
5 10 15 20 
FIG. 6. Theoretical transverse momentum differential 
cross section for T(lS) production at the Tevatron in the ra- 
pidity interval IyI 5 0.4 compared against preliminary CDF 
data. The dashed curve depicts the color-singlet contribution 
which includes direct T(W) production as well as radiative 
feeddown from xu(lP) and m(2P) states. The dot-dashed 
curve illustrates the color-octet contribution to T(lS) pro- 
duction. The solid curw equals the sum of the color-singlet 
and color-octet contributions and represents the total theo- 
retical differential cross section. The T(15’) cross section pre- 
dicted by the high energy gluon fragmentation approximation 
is shown by the dotted curve. 
3 COLOR-OCTET QUARKONIA PRODUCTION 157 tion the dotted gluon iiagmentation curve based upon 
the same value for Ms(T(lS)) at high pl. The two 
cross sections diverge, however, at transverse momenta 
comparable to the T(lS) mass. This disparity demon- 
strates the breakdown of the fragmentation picture in the 
low energy regime. 
The sum of the color-singlet and color-octet transverse 
momentum distributions is illustrated by the solid curve 
in Fig. 6. It represents the total theoretical T(1S) diier- 
ential cross section. The solid curve’s shape fits the data 
quite well except at the lowest point. At very small pb, 
the color-singlet and color-octet cross sections are cor- 
rupted by collinear divergences as discussed in Sec. II. 
Since the intrinsic motion of incident partons inside col- 
liding hadrons renders the differential cross section un- 
certain forpL 5 2 GeV, we have not attempted to remove 
the divergemm from the dashed and dot-dashed curves. 
Instead, we simply regard the portion of the plot which 
runs below pl = 2 GeV as untrustworthy. Above this 
low momentum cutoff, the predicted T(lS) distribution 
matches the data. 
Analogous theoretical and experimental differential 
cross sections for T(25) production in the rapidity region 
Iy] 5 0.4 are displayed in Fig. 7. The dashed color-singlet 
curve in the figure incorporates direct T(2S) production 
and radiative feeddown from xa~(2P). The dot-dashed 
color-octet and dotted gluon fragmentation cu&es cm- 
respond to the squared matrix element M8(r(2S)) = 
(2.25 z!z 0.38) x 1Om3 GeV’. The solid cwve again illus- 
trates the combined color-singlet and color-octet contri- 
butions to the T(2S) differential cross section. It clearly 
agrees with the CDF measurements much better than the 
color-singlet distribution alone. 
We consider next the T(3S) differential cross section 
for which data is limited but interesting. The extent 
to which radiative xaj(3P) + T(3S)y transitions medi- 
ate T(3S) formation is unknown, for the n = 3 P-wave 
‘li \I, 
I”“/““I”” i.., 
~“_.Y .k.,. . ,,, 
PA (GeV) 
FIG. 7. Theoretical transverse momentum differential 
cross section for Y(2S) production at the Tevatron in the ra- 
pidity interval IyI 5 0.4 compared against preliminary CDF 
data. The curves in this figure are labeled the same as those in 
Fig. 6. The dashed color-singlet cross section includes T(2S) 
production and radiative feeddown from xs~(2P). states have never been observed. Although the T(4S) 
can electromagnetically decay to them, it lies above the 
Bk? threshold. As a result, B(T(4S) + m(3P)y) 
is very small,4 and the n = 3 P-wave wave levels are 
rarely populated at e+e- colliders. But at the Tevatron, 
xb~(3P) bottom&& are directly created in hadronic re- 
actions. Since the integrated T(3S) cross section mea- 
sured by CDF is 10 times larger than the color-singlet 
model’s prediction when only T(3S) production is taken 
into account, it is believed that n = 3 P-wave levels re- 
side below the Bl? threshold and decay at a significant 
rate to the n = 3 S-wave state [10,15]. We consequently 
include their contributions into the dashed color-singlet 
curve in Fig. 8 using the measured n = 2 branching ra- 
tios B(xs~(2P) --f re) as estimates for their un- 
known n = 3 counterparts. The dot-dashed, dotted, and 
solid curves in the figure represent the color-octet, gluon 
fragmentation, and total differential cross sections based 
upon Ms(T(3S)) = (0.53 f 0.24) x 10F3 GeV2. Given 
all the uncertainties, we can only say that agreement be- 
tween the few measured T(3S) data points and the the- 
oretical prediction appears adequate. 
We now turn to the charmonium sector and examine 
prompt J/1( production at the Tevatron within the pseu- 
dorapidity interval 101 5 0.6. The J/4 cross section 
multiplied by the muon branching fraction B(J/4 + 
p+p-) = 0.0597 is illustrated in Fig. 9. The dashed 
curve in the figure depicts the color-singlet differen- 
tial cross section that includes direct J/G production 
i: 
I , ---r---j 
-‘-‘-‘- -._ 
‘. 
FIG. 8. Theoretical transverse momentum differential 
cross section for ‘X(3.S) production at the Tevatron in the 
rapidity interval IyI < 0.4 compared against preliminary 
CDF data. The curves in this figures are labeled the same 
as those in Fig. 6. The dashed color-singlet cross sec- 
tion includes T(3.S) production and radiative feeddown from 
,Y~J(BP), The measured n = 2 radiative branching ratios 
B(xb~(2P) + T(2.9) + 7) have been used as estimates for 
their unknown R = 3 counterparts B(xu(3P) --t T(3S) +r). 
4CLE0 has recently set a 5% upper limit on non-Bi? decays 
of the T(4S) [32]. 
158 PETER CHO AND ADAM K. LEIBOVICH 3 and radiative feeddown from xc~(lP) states. In cal- 
culating tbis curve, we employed the Buchmiiller-Tye 
charmonium wave function values at the origin tabu- 
lated in Ref. [29] and the associated charm quark mass 
MC = 1.48 GeV. Additional color-singlet contributions 
to the J/$ cross section from +’ production are small. 
The dot-dashed curve in Fig. 9 shows the color-octet 
J/t) cross section for the squared matrix element value 
Ms(J/$) = (0.68 f 0.03) x 1Om3 GeV2. It is almost 
identical to the solid curve which represents the sum of 
the color-singlet and color-octet differential distributions. 
Comparing the dot-dashed color-octet and dotted gluon 
fragmentation curves with the CDF data in Fig. 9, we see 
that the fragmentation approximation’.appears to fit the 
experimental measurements better at small transverse 
momenta. But we must stress that this low energy agree- 
ment is fortuitous. The fragmentation prediction looks 
better only in the region where it becomes unreliable. 
We finally consider prompt ti’ production at the Ten- 
tron. The observed differential cross section is 50 times 
larger than recent theoretical predictions based upon 
c --f fl and g + $’ fragmentation calculations [6,7]. 
These two O(v”) fragmentation processes create color- 
singlet &Sjl)] pairs at short-distance scales and yield 
comparable $’ production rates. At higher order in the 
NRQCD velocity expansion but lower order in pertur- 
bative QCD, the color-octet mechanism also mediates 
9 + 4’ fragmentation through an intermediate @$)I 
pair. The additional c&r-octet contribution to the Q 
cross section which was not previously taken into account 
can readily resolve the factor of 50 discrepancy between 
? 
3 \ rn \ 
10-z o - ’ ’ j j ’ A ’ 
2.5 5 7.5 10 12.5 15 
PI cc4 
FIG. 9. Theoretical transverse momentum differential 
cross section for J/1/ production at the Tevatron in the pseu- 
dorapidity interval lql 5 0.6 compared against preliminary 
CDF data. The dashed curve depicts the color-singlet con- 
tribution which includes direct Jf+ production and radia- 
tive feeddown from X~J states, The dot-dashed curve illus- 
trates the color-octet contribution to J/Q production. The 
solid curve equals the sum of the color-singlet and color-octet 
contributions and represents the total theoretical differential 
cross section. The JJ+ cross section predicted by the high 
energy gluon fragmentation approximation is shown by the 
dotted curve. theory and data [13,14]. 
We plot in Fig. 10 the 4’ differential cross section mul- 
tiplied by the muon branching fraction B($’ -+ p+/~-) = 
0.0077. A pseudorapidity cut 171 5 0.6 has been ap- 
plied to the distribut,ions shown in the figure. The 
dashed curve r&resents just direct 11’ production, for 
no other charmonium level below the DD threshold can 
decay to the n = 2 state. Tbis color-singlet predic- 
tion drastically underestimates the measured differential 
cross section. Inclusion of color-octet contributions with 
&($‘) = (0.20 & 0.01) x 1Oe3 GeV2 brings the magni- 
tude and shape of the theoretical distribution into agree- 
ment with the data points displayed in Fig. 10. The 
color-octet mechanism thus appears to solve the CDF 11’ 
problem. 
IV. NRQCD MATRIX ELEMENTS 
We have seen that heavy quark&a production in- 
volves short Andy long distance physics. The high energy 
creation of color-singlet and color-octet Q& pairs is per- 
turbatively computable within the NRQCD effective the- 
ory. The subsequent low energy hadronization of these 
pairs into physical bound states is described in terms of 
nonrenormalizable operator matrix elements. NRQCD 
scaling rules determine the relative importance of dif- 
ferent long-distance matrix elements and yield relations 
among them. We will use these rules to check he consis- 
tency of the fitted T and ‘X’ amplitude values which we 
obtained in the preceding section. 
We first recall the relations 
(4.1) 
(ol~~‘(~P~)lo) = z(2Jf l)lR’(f# = O(A+;) 
I 
Lo-4; ’ ” ’ ’ 
5 LO 15 20 
FIG. 10. Theoretical transverse momentum differential 
cross section for $’ production at the Tevatron in the pseudo- 
rapidity interval 1~1 < 0.6 compared against preliminary CDF 
data. The curves in this figures ari: labeled the same as those 
in Fig. 9. The dashed color-singlet cross section includes only 
direct $’ production. 
53 COLOR-OCTET QUARKONIA PRODUCTION 159 between quarkonia radial wave functions at the origin 
and matrix elements of certain color-singlet four-quark 
operators in the NRQCD Lagrangian [16]. The details 
of these operators’ definitions are discussed in Ref. [16], 
but they are not important to us. Instead, we are only 
interested in their scaling dependence upon the heavy 
quark mass MQ and velocity UQ. 
Using the Buchmiiller-Tye wave function information 
tabulated in Ref. [29], we list the numerical values of 
color-singlet matrix elements that are relevant for T and 
‘@ production in Table I. The entries in this table are 
consistent with the NRQCD power counting rules. In 
the us + 0 limit, the long-distance quark&a matrix 
elements would be independent of the radial quantum 
number n. In actuality, the n dependence of the b6 sector entries is generally smaller than that of the CE values. 
This trend simply indicates that the NRQCD velocity 
expansion works better for bottomonia with vi N 0.08 
than for charmonia with IJ,” N 0.23. 
NRQCD scaling rules can also be applied to color-octet 
four quark operators. We focus upon the matrix elements 
(oI~~(3wo) = O(M$J&) , 
(4.2) 
(O,U8”Q’(~S~)~O) = O(M&$J, 
that determine the probability for QQ[“Sp’] pairs to 
hadronize into +o and xg~ quark&a. These matrix 
elements appear in the decomposition of the total long- 
distance squared amplitude: I 
which reflects the different ways for a color-octet pair to 
materialize as a final +Q. The infinite number of terms 
represented by the ellipsis contribute at higher order in 
the IJ~ or (2. expansions to color-octet $JQ production 
than those explicitly displayed. So we will neglect them 
for simplicity. 
We can extract numerical values for the NRQCD 
color-octet matrix elements in Eq. (4.2) by inserting 
ou fitted values for &(‘$Q) into Eq. (4.3). Com- 
bining Ms(J/$) = 6.8~~ 10e4 GeV’ and Ms(+‘) = 
2.0 x 10e4 GeV2 with the recent CDF finding that 32.3% 
of prompt J/$‘s originate form X~J decays [33], we de- 
duce the charmonium color-octet matrix elements 
(0,0,Jl”(3S,),0) = 1.2 x lo-’ GeV3, (4.4a) 
(O,U,“‘(%JO) = 7.3 x 10K3 GeV3, (4.4b) 
(O,U~(“S,),O) = 1.6 x lo-’ GeV3 (4.4c) 
In the absence of additional bottomonium experimental 
information, we employ the NRQCD relation 
TABLE I. Color-singlet matrix elements. 
Color-singlet Numerical 
matrix element V&e 
@lw~(“wo) 1.2 GeV3 
(OlO~‘(“P~)lO) 3.2x10-l GeV’ 
w?‘(wo) 7.6x10-l GeV3 
(o(o:“~‘(“s,),o) 9.3 GeV’ 
(o,o:““‘yPx),o) 6.1 GeV’ 
(o,o:(2s)(3s~),o) 4.6 GeV3 
(oloy”*p’(3P~)lo) 7.1 GeV’ 
(oIo:(~~)(~s~),o) 3.5 GeV’ 
(o,o:61(3p) (8P,)Jo) 7.7 GeV= (o,o~‘“s’(%l)]o) 
(O,u~(ns)(%s~),O) 
N (2)” ($)’ (4.5) 
to scale the 9 values in (4.4a) and (4.4b) to the T sector. 
We then obtain the color-octet matrix elements listed in 
Table II. 
The numerical entries in this second table should be 
regarded as approximate estimates. Nonetheless, we see 
that the NRQCD scaling rules hold reasonably well for 
the color-octet matrix elements. The magnitudes of the 
entries in Table II appear consistent with each other and 
with those in Table I. These results ~thu.s provide a use- 
ful check on the entire color-octet quark&a production 
picture. 
V. QUARKONIA SPIN ALIGNMENT 
We have so far not considered final state spin informa- 
tion in our analysis. Previous investigations have found 
that quark&a generated at large transverse momenta 
via gluon fragmentation processes such as 99 + gg* + 
ggxgJ are significantly polarized (111. The source of 
this spin alignment can be traced to the fragmenting 
TABLE II. Color-octet matrix elements. 
NRQCD 
Color-octet Numerical scaling 
matrix element 
w,J’~(“wlo) 
Kw2=‘(3sm) 
V&X? 
1.2~10-~ GeV3 
1.6~10-~ GeV3 
w,” (“WIO) 7.3x10-’ GeV3 M3V’ c 5 
(0,0,r(ys1),0) 9.5xlO-s GeV3 M&l; 
(0,0,Xb’(‘p~(3S1),0) 4.3x10-l GeV3 M&J: 
(0,0~(2s)(3sl)/0) 5.7x10-’ GeV’ M&i 
(0,0pq%))0) 5.2x10-’ GeV’ M&E 
160 PETER CHO AND ADAM K. LEIBOVICH 53 gluon. At high energies, the virtual g* is off-shell only 
by O(M2/E2) and is therefore nearly real and trans- 
verse. The Q&[3Sp’] pair which the gluon forms at a 
short-distance scale must inherit its transverse alignment 
in order to conserve angular momentum. The subse- 
quent long-distance evolution of the color-octet pair into 
a physical quarkonium state preserves the spins of the 
heavy quark and antiquark up to 0(Aqc~/M) correc- tions. The final quarkonium’s polarization state is then 
fixed by heavy quark spin symmetry [13]. 
It is interesting to examine the spin alignments of 
quarkonia produced via the color-octet mechanism at 
low energies as well. To do so, we decompose the 
short-distance part of the partonic squared amplitudes 
in Eq. (2.14) into separate longitudinal and transverse 
components: I 
(5.lb) 
64?r3a3 (Bz + Oz + 2M2q($ - M2)2 - 2M2& 
c Id(gq + Q&‘h’[3$%)12 = -+ [4(82 + a”) - Z] , 
,h,=l 
q(s - MZ)(i - M2)]2 
Eld(w + Q@h)[3$)ld12 = - 3 (iyM;)2 (i” + B~)i~,(,2_7~;;~+~;(; yg], , 
c Id(gg --t Q&‘h’[“S$g)12 = -$$ (; -‘$), if 
2 
(; - J&)4 + id f Q4 + 2M4 ,I+1 [ ( )I 
27(& + lii + vii) - 19M4 
’ [(i - Mz)(i- Mz)(Ci - iW)]Z 
(5.ld) 
(5.le) 
(5.lf) Th-e,,;e,sug in the qq -+ Q@h)[3S$@]g and gq + 
QQ [ S, ]q channels were calculated using the covari- 
ant longitudinal and transverse spin sums discussed in 
Ref. (111. The gg + Q&[“$‘]g squared matrix elements 
were simply derived from our previously described helic- 
ity amplitude method. After summing over helicities in 
each mode and multiplying by Ms(&), we reproduce 
the unpolarized expressions in Eq. (2.14). 
The longitudinal squared amplitudes in (5.la), (S.lc), 
and (5.le) vanish as G/M2 + co, whereas their trans- 
verse counterparts in (5.lb), (S.ld), and (5.lf) approach 
constant limits. The gluon fragmentation prediction of 
total transverse alignment is therefore recovered at high 
energies. This asymptotic behavior can be seen in Fig. 11 
where we plot the ratio 
C & (@ + Q&+’ [“S~‘]X) 
~~_- 
R 
tra”* = ‘h;~(@ + &@)[3@)]X) (5.2) 
of transverse to total b8[3Sp)] and c?[~$)] differential 
cross sections as a function ofpA.’ Figure 11 also demon- 
‘The shapes of the z&[‘s~)] and CE[~~‘?)] curves in Fig. 11 
are not exactly the same since their respective IyI < 0.4 ra- 
pidity and 11)) 2 0.6 pseudorapidity cuts are different. strata that color-octet pairs are strongly transverse even 
at low energies. This surprising phenomenon has a simple 
explanation. In the dominant gg + Q@h)[3Sp)]g chan- 
nel, longitudinal color-octet pair production along the 
beam axis is prohibited by angular momentum conser- 
vation. The squared h = 0 amplitude in (5.le) therefore 
vanishesast^= -g(&@)(l-cos0*) orOz -$(8-M2) 
FIG. 11. Ratio Rw.., o f transversely aligned to total 
QQ[“S!“‘] differential cross sections plotted as a function of 
pl. The solid and dot-dashed curves illustrate Rt,,. for 
bb[3Sy)] and c@Sy)] production, respectively. 
33 COLOR-OCTET QUARKONIA PRODUCTION 161 (1 + cose*) approaches zero, while its Ihl = 1 counter- 
part in (5.lf) remains finite. Since small angle scattering 
dominates this 2 --t 2 partonic process, most Q&[“$‘] 
pairs are formed at I cos 6” I N 1. As a result, they are 
transversely aligned independent of their energy. The ra- 
tios of the h = 0 and Ihl = 1 squared amplitudes in the 
qq + Q&@)[3Sy)]g and gq + QQ(h)[3Sy)]q channels 
similarly vanish at i -+ 0 or 6 + 0. 
The nearly 100% transverse alignment of cE[‘S~)] pairs 
should be directly observable in $I’ production at the 
Tevatron if the color-octet mechanism resolves the $J’ 
problem. Color-octet production then dominates over 
all other prompt $I,’ sou1‘ces by a factor of 50. Heavy 
quark spin symmetry guarantees that $’ spin alignments 
equal those of their c@Sp’] progenitors in the MC + co 
limit [13]. Finite charm mass effects somewhat degrade 
final $J’ polarizations. But experimental observation of a 
large transverse 4’ spin alignment would provide strong 
support for the color-octet production picture. 
Other S and P-wave charmonia and bottomonia can 
also inherit a sizable spin alignment. Their helicity level 
populations depend upon the color-octet matrix elements 
in Table II. Detailed predictions for quarkonium polar- 
izations resulting from color-singlet and color-octet pro- 
duction will be presented elsewhere. But we emphasize 
here that experimental measurements of T, @ and x spin 
alignments will provide valuable tests of our understand- 
ing of basic quarkonium physics. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have examined color-octet produc- 
tion of heavy quarkonia at hadron colliders. Color-octet 
diagrams arise at the same order in perturbative QCD 
as their color-singlet analogues and reduce to the domi- 
nant set of gluon fragmentation graphs in the high energy 
limit. They must therefore be included in bottomonia 
and charmonia production computations. As we have 
seen, color-octet contributions to T and @ differential 
cross sections eliminate large disparities between earlier 
predictions and recent measurements. The long-distance matrix element values needed to bring theory into line 
with experiment are consistent with NRQCD scaling 
rules. We have also found that the color-octet mechanism 
yields Q&[3Sy’] pairs which are nearly 100% transversely 
aligned at all pl. Observation of large quarkonia spin 
alignments would provide strong support for the color- 
octet production picture. 
A number of extensions of this work would be interest- 
ing to pursue. For example, a low transverse momentum 
study should reveal that quarkonia distributions vanish 
rather than diverge as pl + 0. In order to compute the 
cross section turnover, it will be necessary to factorize 
collinear singularities in both the color-singlet and color- 
octet channels into incident parton distribution functions 
and resum soft gluon effects. Collinear divergence fac- 
torization also needs to be performed before differential 
quarkonia distributions can be integrated. We expect 
color-octet contributions to significantly enhance existing 
predictions for total T and * production rates. Cornpar- 
ison of integrated quarkonium cross sections with fixed 
target measurements will provide an important means for 
testing the long-distance matrix element values which we 
have found using collider data. Finally, all the results in 
this article can be applied to the study of quarkonia pro- 
duction at the next generation of hadron colliders. We 
look forward to further surprises in quarkonium physics 
coming from machines such as the CERN Large Hadron 
Collider (LHC) well into the next century. 
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